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APPROXIMATION AND THE BORWEINS’ ALGORITHM
(TAKAO KOMATSU)
We obtain the values $\mathcal{M}(\theta, \phi)=\lim\inf_{|q|arrow\infty}|q|||q\theta-\phi||$ by using the algorithm by
Borwein and Borwein. One example is given.
1.




$\Lambda 4_{+}(\theta, \phi)=\lim_{qarrow+}\inf_{\infty}q||Q\theta-\phi||$ , $\mathcal{M}_{-}(\theta, \phi)=\lim_{qarrow+}\inf_{\infty}q||q\theta+\phi||$
$\mathcal{M}(\theta, \phi)=\min(\mathcal{M}_{+}(\theta, \phi),$ $f\Lambda_{-}(\theta, \phi))$
$\mathcal{M}(\theta, \phi)$ $\mathrm{A}4_{+}(\theta, \phi)$
( [2], [3], [4], [6], [7], [11] )
$\theta$ $\phi$ $\mathcal{M}(\theta, \phi)$
[7] - )||-
[9] $\mathcal{M}(\theta, \phi)$
$\theta$ 2 $\phi\in \mathbb{Q}(\theta)$ $\theta,$ $\phi$ A4 $(\theta, \phi)$
[8] $\theta$ Hurwitzian $\mathrm{n}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{b}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}_{\text{ }}$
$\mathcal{M}(\theta, \phi)$
$d^{\wedge\Lambda(e,1}/3)=1/18,$ $\mathcal{M}(e^{1/S}, 1/3)=0$ ( $s\equiv 2$ (mod 3))
$\mathcal{M}(\theta, \phi)=0$
$\theta$ $\phi$
- - $\mathcal{M}(\theta, \phi)$
- -
Borwein [1] $\mathcal{M}(\theta, \phi)$
$\theta=[a_{0\backslash }., a_{1}, a\underline{9}, \ldots]$
$\theta$ ( )
$\theta=\mathrm{r}\iota_{0}+\theta_{0)}$ $a_{0}=\lfloor\theta\rfloor$ ,
$1/\theta_{r\iota-1}=\mathrm{r}\iota_{n}+\theta_{n}$ . $(_{-}\iota,=\lfloor 1/\theta_{r1-1}\rfloor$ $(n$. $=1,2.’. . . )$
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$\theta_{0}$ . $\theta_{1:^{\theta_{2\cdot\backslash }}}$ . . $\theta$ $h$: ( ) $Pk/q_{k}=$ $[ a0\cdot. c\iota_{1}. . . , (lk]$
$p_{k}=a_{k}pk-1+pk-2$ $(k=0,1..\cdot. . )$ , $p-2=0$ . $p-1=1$ .
$q_{k}=c\iota_{k}qk-1+q_{k-2}$ $(k=0.1_{\kappa}.. . . )$ , $q-\underline{\cdot)}=1_{\mathit{1}}$. $q_{-1}=0$
- - [9] $\{\theta_{0},$ $\theta_{1:}$ . . . $\}$ $\phi$
( )
$\phi=b_{0-}\phi 0$ , $b_{0}=\lceil\phi\rceil \text{ }$.
$\phi_{n-1}/\theta_{n-1}=b_{n}-\phi_{n}$ , $b_{n}=\lceil\phi_{n-1}/\theta_{n-1}\rceil$ $(n=1,2, . . . )$ .
\mbox{\boldmath $\phi$}
$\phi=b_{0}-b_{1}\theta_{0+}b_{2}\theta_{0}\theta 1-\cdots+(-1)kbk\theta 0\theta 1\ldots\theta k-1-(-1)k\theta 0\theta_{1}\cdots\theta_{k-}1\phi k$
$=b_{0}- \sum_{k=0}^{\infty}(-1)kb_{k1}+\theta_{0}\theta 1\ldots\theta_{k}=b0-\sum^{\infty}k=0bk+1Dk$
$D_{k}=qk\theta-pk=(-1)^{k}\theta_{0}\theta 1\cdots\theta k(k=0,1,2, \ldots)$
[7]
A.
$\mathcal{M}_{-}(\theta, \phi)=\lim_{narrow+}\inf\infty\min(B_{n}||B_{n}\theta+\phi||, B_{n}^{*}||B_{n}^{*}\theta+\phi||)$ ,
$B_{n}= \sum^{n}k=1bkq_{k-}1$ $B_{n}^{*}=B_{n}-q_{n-1}$
$||B_{n}\theta+\phi||=\phi_{n}|D_{n-1}|,$ $||B_{n}^{*}\theta+\phi||=(1-\phi_{n})|D_{n-1}|$ $\mathcal{M}_{+}(\theta, \phi)=$
$\mathrm{A}4_{-}(\theta, 1-\phi)$ $\mathcal{M}(\theta, \phi)$
Borwein [1]
$\phi=d_{0}+\gamma 0$ , $cf_{0}=\lfloor\phi\rfloor$ ,
$\gamma_{n-1}/\theta_{r\iota-1}=d_{n}+\gamma_{n}$ , $d_{r\iota}=\lfloor\gamma_{n-1}/\theta_{n-1}\rfloor$ $(n=1,2, \ldots)$ .
$\phi$
$\emptyset=d_{0+}d1\theta_{0}+d2\theta 0\theta_{1}+\cdots+d_{i}\theta_{0}\theta_{1}\cdots\theta i-1+\gamma i\theta_{0}\theta 1^{\cdot}$ . $.\theta_{i-1}$
$=d_{0}+cf_{1}D_{0}$ –d-, $D_{1}+\cdots+(-1)^{i-1}d_{ii-}D1+(-1)^{i-1}\gamma iDi-1$
$=d_{0}+ \sum_{\dot{x}=1}^{\infty}(-1)^{i-1}d_{i}D_{i-1}$





$1-\psi_{=\mathrm{r}f_{0}’+=}\gamma’0f\wedge\prime 0’$. $cf_{0}’=\lfloor 1-\emptyset\rfloor=0$ .
$\gamma_{r\iota}’-1/\theta_{n-}’1=(f_{\gamma}’+\iota(’n\wedge i$ $d_{n}’=\lfloor^{\wedge}(n-l’/\theta’r\iota-t\rfloor$ $(\cdot \mathit{0}=1.\underline{9}. . . . )$ .




$\mathcal{M}(\theta, \phi)=\lim_{narrow}$ inf $\min(|\mathrm{C}_{\text{ }}|\wedge,’\gamma l,$ $|D_{\gamma}\iota-1|,$ $|C_{n}’|\gamma_{n}’|D_{n}-1|$ ,
$(|C,n|+q_{\mathrm{n}-}1)(1-\gamma_{n})|D_{n-}1|,$ $(|c’|\gamma \mathrm{z}q\gamma\iota-1)+(1-\gamma n)’|Dn-1|)$ .
. 2 $C_{2rl}-1>0$ (
Lemma4 $C_{\underline{9}}’n-1>0$ )) $C_{2n}<0$ ( $C_{\underline{9}\mathrm{n}}’<0$ )
$\mathcal{M}_{+}(\theta, \phi)$ $\mathcal{M}_{-}(\theta, \phi)$ ( )
$\mathrm{o}\mathrm{p}$ .
$\mathcal{M}_{+}(\theta, \emptyset)=\mathrm{l}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{m}narrow\inf_{\infty}\min(C_{n}||c_{n}\theta-\emptyset||, (C_{\underline{9}}n-1+Q2n-9)\sim||(c-,n-1+Q_{2\gamma}\iota-2)\theta-\emptyset||$ ,
$|C_{n}’||||c_{n}’|\theta-\phi||,$ $(|c’2n|+q_{21}n-)||(|c_{2n}’|+q2\cdot n-1)\theta-\emptyset||)$ ,
$n$. $C_{n}>0$ $C_{n}’<0$






(1) $a_{n}=\mathrm{c}f_{n}>0$ $\mathrm{r}f_{\iota},+1=0$ .
(2) $\theta_{r\iota}+\gamma_{n}>1$ $0\leq \mathrm{r}\iota_{n+1}-d_{n+1}\leq 1$ . $\theta_{n}+\gamma_{n}<1$
$\alpha_{n+1}\neq d_{r\iota+1}$ ,
(3) $\theta_{n}>\gamma_{n}$ $d_{n+1}=0$ $\theta_{l},\leq\gamma_{n}$
$d_{n+1}\geq 1$
(4) $i\epsilon \text{ _{}(}f_{n}>0$ $\}_{2(\mathrm{f}_{\text{ }}^{}\sim}\{$
$1\leq C_{r\iota}\leq q_{n}$ , O );
$-q_{n}+1\leq C_{r\iota}\leq 0$ , $(n.h\backslash \cdot\{\mathrm{F}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT})$ .
Lemma 2([,5]) [10] $)$ . $j=1,9$-. . . . . $q_{n}$ –11 $u_{j}\equiv jq_{n-1}(\mathrm{m}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{d} q_{r\iota})$
$\{\prime n_{1},, u_{2\cdots\cdot \mathit{1}1}.\mathrm{s}l,C_{\eta}’-\}=\{1.,\underline{9}_{:}\ldots : q_{r\iota}-1\}$
$\{’|\iota_{1}\theta\}<\{\prime ll.\underline{.)}\theta\}<\cdots<\{’\{(_{c_{ln}-1}.\theta\}$ ($n$ );
$\{?l_{\mathrm{J}}.\theta\}>\{\tau/_{2}.\theta\}>\cdots>\{’\iota l_{/n-1}.,\theta\}$ ($n$
157
Lemma 3. $C_{r\iota}+C’,=(-1)^{\prime\}}-1q$, $C_{\gamma\iota+1}’+C_{\gamma l}’.+1=(-1)^{\gamma\iota}-1q_{\iota},$ .
$C_{\iota}.,+C_{n}’=(-1)^{n-1}(q_{\gamma\iota}-q,\iota-1)$ $C_{\gamma\iota}+C_{n}’.=(-1)^{n}q_{r\mathrm{t}-1}$
$C_{n+1}+C\prime n+1=\{$
$(-1)^{n}q_{l+},1’$. $\wedge(_{r\iota+1/_{n}’1}+\wedge’+=\theta_{n+1^{\text{ }} }$ :
$(-1)^{r\iota}(q_{r\iota}+1-qn)$ , $\wedge\prime\prime n+1+\wedge\prime_{n}’+\prime 1=\theta r\iota+1+1\text{ }$ .
Lemma 4.
(1) $n$. $=1,2,$ $\ldots$ $C_{n}C_{n}^{J}\geq 0$
(2) $C_{n}C_{n+1}\geq$ O $C_{nn}^{\prime c^{J}}+1\geq 0$ $C_{n}+C_{n}^{;}=(-1)’\iota-1qr\iota$ $(-1)^{n}qn-1$
$|C_{\tau\iota+1}|=|C_{n}|+d_{n+1}q_{n}\geq|C_{n}’|$
$|C_{n+1}’|=$ |Cn/l+d lqr9 $\geq|C_{n}’|$




$n$. $C_{n}.>0$ Lemma 3 $C_{n}+C_{n}’=q_{n}$ $C_{r\iota}+C_{n}’=$
$q_{n}-q_{n-1}$ $\{jq_{n-1}\theta\}$ Lemma 2 $\{q\theta\}(0<q<q_{r\iota})$ $j$ ’J\
$||(C_{r\iota}+jqn-1)\theta-\emptyset||=(j-\gamma_{n})|D_{n-1}|>\gamma_{n}|D_{n-1}|=||c_{rx}\theta-\phi||$

























$\mathrm{r}f$ $=2$ $C_{n}-q_{n-1}=|C_{7\iota-}’11+q_{n-2}$ $\circ$
$C_{n-1}.+C_{n-1}’=q_{n-2}$
$c_{n}-q_{n}+iqn-1=C_{n-1}-(a_{n}-d_{n}-j)q_{n-}1-q_{n-\mathit{2}}\geq C_{n-1}+Q_{n-1}-q_{n-2}$








$d_{n}=1$ $C_{\gamma\iota}-q_{\gamma}l-1=C_{n-1}$ $C_{n}$ $C_{n}’$ ( $d_{n}$ $d_{n}’$ ,
$\gamma_{n}$ )
$n$ $C_{n}+C_{n}’=-q_{\iota-1}$, Lemma 3 $d_{n}=d_{n}’=0$








n. $C_{n}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}>0$ $c,+C_{n}’\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}=qn-1$ $\{(q_{n}-jq,\iota-1)\theta\}$ $\{q\theta\}(0<$
$q<$ qn) j $||$ ( $C$ $+q_{n}-jq_{\gamma}\iota-1$ ) $\theta-\phi||=|D_{n}|+(j-\gamma n^{)}|D,\iota-1|>$










$|C_{n}|$ $|c_{n}’|$ C $C_{n}’$
4.
Borwein $\phi(0<\phi<1)$ \theta $d_{0}=0$











. $a=1$ Theorem 6, [7]
. $\phi=1/b$
$\frac{1}{b}=_{\theta}(\lfloor\frac{ia}{b}\rfloor-\lfloor\frac{(i-1)\prime\iota}{b}\rfloor$ . $\{\frac{\prime j_{\zeta l}}{b}\}b\rangle_{i=1}$










$q \underline{\cdot}\supset_{n-1}=\frac{a(\alpha^{n}-/\mathit{3}^{n})}{\alpha-\beta}$ $q_{2\cdot n}= \frac{(\alpha^{n+1+}-/\mathit{3}^{n}1)-(\alpha-n\beta^{n})}{\alpha-/\mathit{3}}.$
.
$\alpha=\frac{(\mathrm{r}\iota b+2)+\sqrt{D}}{2}$ $h^{\mathrm{a}-}\supset$ $\beta=\frac{(_{C\iota b}+2)-\sqrt{D}}{2}$













$i$. $=1.9$-. . . . . $b$
$\wedge \mathit{1}_{\mathit{2}\dot{l}-1}’=(1-\frac{1}{b})\theta_{1}+\{-\cdot\frac{j_{Cl}}{b}\}_{\mathfrak{t}}$ . $\wedge.=\prime’\underline{\supset_{i}\prime}1-\frac{1}{l)}+\{-\cdot.\frac{ja}{b}\}\theta$





$\lim\inf_{narrow\infty}.|C_{2\gamma l}’-1|\gamma_{-}’,n-1|D_{27\iota-\underline{?}}|=$ $(1- 1/b)^{\underline{9}}\cdot(a/\sqrt{D})$
$\lim\inf_{narrow\infty}(|\dot{C}_{n}\underline,|+q_{2n-1})(1-\gamma_{2n})|D_{2\iota-1}|\gamma$
’ limm $\inf_{narrow\infty}(|c_{2\prime\iota}’|+q_{2n-1})(1$ -
$\gamma_{\mathit{2}n}’)|D_{2}1|n-,$ $\lim\inf_{narrow\infty}(C2n-1+q2r\iota-2)(1-\gamma 2n-1)|D2r\iota-\mathit{2}|,$ $\lim\inf_{narrow\infty}(C_{21}’+\tau\iota-$
$q_{\mathit{2}n-2})(1-\gamma’\mathit{2}\gamma b-1)|D_{2n-\mathit{2}}|$ $a/b\underline’\sqrt{D}$
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